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Abstract

Dynamic typing extends statically typed languages with a

universal datatype, simplifying programs which must manip-

ulate other programs as data, such as distributed, persistent,

interpretive and generic programs. Current approaches,

however, limit the use of polymorphism in dynamic values,

and can be syntactically awkward.

We introduce a new approach to dynamic typing, based

on staged computation, which allows a single type-

reconstruction algorithm to execute partly at compile time

and partly at run-time. This approach seamlessly extends

a single type system to accommodate types that are only

known at run-time, while still supporting both type infer-

ence and polymorphism. The system is signi�cantly more

expressive than other approaches. Furthermore it can be

implemented e�ciently; most of the type inference is done

at compile-time, leaving only some residual uni�cation for

run-time.

We demonstrate our approach by examples in a small poly-

morphic functional language, and present its type system,

type reconstruction algorithm, and operational semantics.

Our proposal could also be readily adapted to many other

programming languages.

1 Introduction

Sometimes static typing can be too static. Type informa-

tion may either be di�cult to express, or be unknown un-

til run-time. Consider replicating C's sprintf function in a

functional language. We would like to write

sprintf \%n = %b" (1; true)

where \%n" and \%b" are placeholders for the elements of

the argument tuple. Unfortunately giving sprintf a type

such as

sprintf : String ! � ! String

is problematic, as the type � depends on the value of

sprintf 's �rst argument.

Examples such as this are common in:
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� Persistent programming, where values of any type may

be stored and retrieved from stable storage.

� Distributed programming, where data and code are ex-

changed between remote programs.

� Interpretive programming, where object language

terms of arbitrary type must be represented by meta

language constructs of known type.

� Generic programs, such as sprintf , which work non-

parametrically over values of arbitrary type.

One approach is to abandon static type checking altogether,

and instead, tag every run-time value with type information

to gracefully detect ill-typed code. Another is to use a more

expressive static type system. For example, ad-hoc polymor-

phism [27], existential types [23], subtyping polymorphism

[7], and set-based types [3] all help make writing some of the

above programs feasible.

A third approach, when the set of types is �nite and known

at compile-time, is to embed values within a user-de�ned

datatype, e�ectively tagging them by their type. We call

such tagged values dynamic values. This is simple, but ver-

bose. The responsibility of showing that a dynamic value

is of an appropriate type is moved from the type checker

to the programmer, who must explicitly perform case anal-

ysis on a dynamic value before its use. The type checking

of dynamic values is thereby deferred from compile-time to

run-time, but the type-checking algorithm is very di�erent

at the two stages.

If, however, the set of types is not known in advance, or is

in�nite, a universal datatype is required. This is typically

impossible for a user to implement if the universal type em-

beds functions, especially in the presence of polymorphism.

Existing proposals for dynamic typing [1, 17, 2] solve this

problem by introducing a universal datatype of type Dyn

as a language primitive, along with two operations:

� dynamic t :� , which constructs a dynamic value con-

taining both term t and a representation of its type

� .

� typecase d offx

1

: �

1

! t

1

; : : : ; x

n

: �

n

! t

n

g, which

attempts to match the type stored within dynamic

value d against one of �

i

, binding the term in d to

the appropriate x

i

, or failing gracefully if no match is

found.

Using this approach sprintf could be written thus:

1

sprintf : String ! [Dyn]! String

sprintf [ ] [ ] = [ ]

sprintf (`%' : `n' : cs) (d : ds) =

typecase d offn : Nat! ntostr n ++sprintf cs dsg

sprintf (`%' : `b' : cs) (d : ds) =

typecase d offb : Bool! btostr b ++sprintf cs dsg

sprintf (c : cs) ds = c : (sprintf cs ds)

1

We use the pattern matching of Haskell, where (`%' : `n' : cs)

matches any string beginning with \%n", binding the remainder to

cs.
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and used like this:

sprintf \%n = %b" [dynamic 1;dynamic true]

The typecase solution su�ers two drawbacks:

� Types now live in two quite di�erent worlds. Static

types are generally inferred, and may be implicitly

polymorphic with little added complexity for the pro-

grammer. Dynamic types must be mentioned explic-

itly within the branches of a typecase, and dynamic

polymorphism is either forbidden [1], restricted [17], or

requires the complex machinery of functors and higher

order uni�cation [2].

� Combining dynamic values together to construct a new

dynamic value is tedious and verbose to write, since

each constituent value requires a separate typecase,

and the result must be wrapped by dynamic. x3 will

demonstrate many instances where this is required.

Our main contribution is to regard dynamic typing as staged

type inference, in which some program expressions have their

type inference deferred until su�cient context is known at

run-time. This approach builds directly on a general no-

tion of staged computation [10, 26], and is free of the above

problems:

� We introduce three operators for manipulating val-

ues of dynamic type, which make creating, combin-

ing and using dynamic values easy and concise (x2.2).

While two of our operators correspond to dynamic

and typecase, the third allows a new style of pro-

gramming not possible in the typecase approach (x3).

� The same type system used at compile-time is used at

run-time to decide the well-typing of dynamic values

(x5.3). In particular:

{ User-written programs are free of explicit type in-

formation, and enjoy the bene�ts of type inference

for all expressions, including those involving dy-

namic values (Appendix A).

{ Dynamically-typed polymorphism is implicit, and

as convenient to use as statically-typed polymor-

phism (x3).

{ Much of the type checking of dynamic values is

performed at compile-time, leaving only a residual

type uni�cation problem to be performed at run-

time (x5.4).

� Even in the presence of all the above, evaluation re-

mains sound (x5.5).

2 Overview

Staged computation, sometimes called run-time code gener-

ation, generates code at run-time to take advantage of run-

time invariants. A staged computation produces and then

executes an implementation optimised for those invariants.

A contribution of this paper is to show that this can be done

in a type-safe manner.

In this section we review the three operators of staged com-

putation, extend them to stage type inference, and present

a na��ve operational semantics.

2.1 Staged Computation

Staged computation introduces three operators to construct,

eliminate and combine pieces of programs. These can be

used to explicitly distribute the evaluation of a program over

many run-time stages:

� The defer operator, hti, defers evaluation of an ex-

pression t by one stage. Writing 7!! for the evaluation

relation, we have:

1 + 1 7!! 2 evaluated at stage 0

h1 + 1i 7!! h1 + 1i deferred till stage 1

We call t the body of hti, and often describe hti as the

code of t .

� The run operator, run(t), evaluates t to a deferred

expression hui, and then evaluates u. Continuing our

example:

h1 + 1i 7!! h1 + 1i deferred till stage 1

run(h1 + 1i) 7!! 1 + 1 7!! 2

evaluation brought forward to stage 0

� The splice operator,

~

t , also evaluates t to a deferred

expression hui, but then splices u into the body of a

surrounding deferred expression.

~

t is thus only legal

within lexically-enclosing hi brackets. For example:

let code = h1 + 1i inh

~

code + 2i

7!! h1 + 1 + 2i

~

code replaced with 1 + 1 at stage 0

A splice expression may appear deep within the body

of a deferred expression, even under a lambda abstrac-

tion:

let code = h1 + 1i inh�y :

~

code + yi

7!! h�y : 1 + 1 + yi

Using splice it is possible to construct and use deferred

expressions that contain free variables. This is most

convenient when constructing a deferred function:

let f code = h

~

code +

~

codei inh�x :

~

(f hx i)i

7!! h�x : x + x i

x is free in code, but bound in �nal expression

An informal operational semantics for the three operators

can be given by two rewrite rules. Let a subterm u of t be

at stage n if u is nested within n more hi brackets than

~

's

within t . That is:

t + u u at stage 0

ht + ui u at stage 1

ht +

~

ui u at stage 0

Let t

0

be any term free of splice expressions, and E any

context such that u is at the same stage as E [u]. Then a

splice expression is rewritten by:

hE [

~

ht

0

i]i �! hE [t

0

]i

Now let t

0

0

be a closed term also free of splice expressions.

Then a run expression is rewritten by:

run(ht

0

0

i) �! t

0

0

These operators have been studied by Davies and Pfenning

[10] and Taha and Sheard [26], and can be seen as generalis-

ing the work of Nielson and Nielson on two level functional

languages [22]. They may be used to improve e�ciency by

allowing programs to be partially evaluated on-line [15].
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2.2 Staged Type Inference

Our proposal extends these operators to stage the type in-

ference of dynamic expressions along with their evaluation.

� hti now defers both the type inference and evaluation

of t by one stage:

1 + 1 : Nat inferred at compile-time

1 + 1 7!! 2 evaluated at stage 0

h1 + 1i : hi inference deferred

h1 + 1i 7!! h1 + 1i evaluation deferred

All deferred expressions have type hi, allowing their

uniform treatment by programs such as sprintf . The

expression hti is thus very similar to dynamic t , and

the type hi similar to Dyn.

� The run operator, run(t ;w), now takes two arguments;

t must evaluate to a deferred expression as before, and

w is an exception expression. run(t ;w) evaluates t to

a deferred expression hui, and infers the type of u. If

this type is compatible with the statically inferred type

of w , then run evaluates u. For example:

h1 + 1i : hi inference deferred

run(h1 + 1i; 0)

=) 1 + 1 : Nat

inference brought forward to stage 0

=) Nat = Nat types are compatible

7!! 1 + 1 7!! 2

evaluation brought forward to stage 0

Two things can go wrong here: the type of u may be

incompatible with that of w , or u may be ill-typed to

begin with. If either of these occur then run discards

u and evaluates w in its place. For example:

run(h1 + 1i; true)

=) 1 + 1 : Nat

inference brought forward to stage 0

=) Nat 6= Bool types not compatible

7!! true exeception evaluated

run(t ;w) is very similar to the one branch typecase

typecase t offx : � ! x ; otherwise! wg

where w : � . We return to this at the end of this

section.

� As before,

~

t evaluates t to hui, and splices u into the

body of a surrounding deferred expression. The nov-

elty here is that the type of the resulting body depends

on the type of u, which is only known at run-time.

For example, if code yields a deferred function of type

Nat! � , then the deferred expression

h(

~

code) 1i

will have body type � . Hence, in this expression:

let code = h�x : (x ; x )i inh(

~

code) 1i

7!! h(�x : (x ; x )) 1i

we �nd that the resulting body has type (Nat;Nat).

However, in

let code = h�x : truei inh(

~

code) 1i

7!! h(�x : true) 1i

we now �nd the resulting body has type Bool.

It is quite possible for an expression to be incompatible

with the context it is spliced into, yielding an ill-typed

deferred expression. For example:

let code = h�x : x + 1i inh(

~

code) truei

7!! h(�x : x + 1) truei

Such type errors cannot, in general, be detected stati-

cally, because the static type of code is hi. Hence, type

inference must be deferred. Ill-typed dynamic expres-

sions are detected by run:

run(h(�x : x + 1) truei; false)

=) (�x : x + 1) true

type inference brought forward, ill-typed

7!! false exception evaluated

Unlike defer and run, splice does not correspond to any

construct of previous proposals for dynamic typing based

on typecase. In particular, the use of splice and the abil-

ity to manipulate dynamically typed code with free vari-

ables dramatically improves our power of expression over

the typecase approach, as will be shown in x3.

We can readily mimic typecases with more than one branch

using splices and nested run's. For example:

typecase t off x : �

1

! C

1

[x ];

x : �

2

! C

2

[x ];

otherwise! u g

can be expressed as:

run(hC

1

[

~

t ]i; run(hC

2

[

~

t ]i; u))

where C

1

and C

2

are contexts, possibly with more than one

hole. Notice that no explicit mention of types �

1

and �

2

was

necessary.

We have emphasised how run uses its exception expression

to determine the required type of a deferred expression. In

practice, the programmer may well have an intended type

in mind and would be reassured if the type checker could

con�rm it. For this reason a practical implementation should

also allow exception expressions to be annotated by a type,

and type inference should ensure the inferred type subsumes

any annotated type.

2.3 A Na��ve Semantics

We can easily re�ne the rewrite rules of x2.1 to give, infor-

mally, the semantics of staged type inference. The �rst rule

remains unchanged:

hE [

~

ht

0

i]i �! hE [t

0

]i

The rule for run must be enhanced to check that t

0

0

is both

well-typed, and matches the type of w :

run(ht

0

0

i;w) �! if � ` t

0

0

: � andw : �

0

and � = �

0

then t

0

0

elsew

This is done by inferring the type of w at compile-time and

of t

0

0

at run-time, and comparing the results. Here � denotes

the empty type context, implying that t

0

0

must be closed.

The relation ` in the dynamic rewrite rule above is the same

relation used in the static typing rules.

This makes a �ne speci�cation, but in practice it might be

rather expensive to perform type inference on a dynamically-

constructed expression at run-time. In x4 we develop an

e�cient implementation of this speci�cation.
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3 Examples

In this section we illustrate the use of our dynamic operators.

3.1 sprintf Revisited

It is straightforward to directly translate the sprintf example

of x1 to use our constructs:

sprintf

0

: String ! [hi]! hi

sprintf

0

[ ] [ ] = h[ ]i

sprintf

0

(`%' : `n' : cs) (d : ds) =

hntostr

~

d ++

~

(sprintf

0

cs ds)i

sprintf

0

(`%' : `b' : cs) (d : ds) =

hbtostr

~

d ++

~

(sprintf

0

cs ds)i

sprintf

0

(c : cs) ds = hc :

~

(sprintf

0

cs ds)

sprintf : String ! [hi]! String

sprintf cs ds = run(sprintf

0

cs ds;

\error: args mismatch format string")

sprintf

0

traverses the format string, splicing together code

to construct the result string. Once generated, sprintf at-

tempts to run this code, yielding an error string should the

actual argument types not agree with the format string. For

example:

sprintf \%n = %b" [h1i; htruei]

7!! run(hntostr 1 ++\ = " ++btostr true++ [ ]i; : : : )

7!! ntostr 1 ++\ = " ++btostr true++ [ ]

7!! \1 = True"

Of course if the format string is a constant literal string

then this traversal could occur at compile-time, and the code

could be statically type checked, but in general this is not the

case, so the type checking must be deferred until run-time.

We can also take advantage of our ability to manipulate code

containing free variables to implement a more convenient

pretty-printer which does not require its arguments to be

explicitly wrapped by hi brackets:

sprintf 2

0

: String ! hi ! hi

sprintf 2

0

[ ] d = d

sprintf 2

0

(`%' : `n' : cs) d =

h�n :

~

(sprintf 2

0

cs h

~

d ++ntostr ni)i

sprintf 2

0

(`%' : `b' : cs) d =

h�b :

~

(sprintf 2

0

cs h

~

d ++btostr bi)i

sprintf 2

0

(c : cs) d = sprintf 2

0

cs h

~

d ++[c]i

sprintf 2

0

traverses the format string, constructing a function

taking all required arguments and converting them to the

required string. Argument d to sprintf 2

0

accumulates the

code to print the arguments seen so far. Notice that n is

free in the deferred expression passed to the recursive call to

sprintf 2

0

, and similarly for b. Without this ability it would

be impossible to construct the function at run-time.

sprintf 2 attempts to run the code created by sprintf 2

0

:

sprintf 2 : 8� : String ! �

sprintf 2 cs = run(sprintf 2

0

cs h[ ]i; error)

This function has a strange type: it looks as if it can magi-

cally return any type of value. (The function error has type

8� : �, and hence places no constraint on the result type.) In

reality, the context surrounding each use of sprintf 2 forces

it to be specialised at some particular type, and this type is

dynamically tested against the value returned by sprintf 2

0

.

Should this test fail, the error function will be called.

Using sprintf 2 is straightforward:

sprintf 2 \%n = %b" 1 true

7!! run(h�n : �b : [ ] ++ntostr n ++\ = " ++btostr bi;

error) 1 true

7!! (�n : �b : [ ] + ntostr n ++\ = " ++btostr b) 1 true

7!! \1 = True"

Here, the context forces sprintf 2 to be called with � instan-

tiated to Nat ! Bool ! String, so this occurrence of

sprintf 2 has the convenient, curried type String ! Nat!

Bool ! String. Compare this with the type of sprintf ,

namely String ! [hi]! String, which forces its arguments

to be wrapped in hi brackets, and packed into a list. This

is precisely the kind of expressive power the splice operator

adds to the system.

This example explicitly divides evaluation into two stages,

the �rst constructing the print function, and the second ap-

plying it. Using this strategy, a print function may be gen-

erated once, and re-applied many times, without the need to

re-traverse the format string or re-type-check the resulting

code.

3.2 Distributed Computing

The distributed programming model popularised by Java

and the Microsoft Component Object Model [18] allows li-

brary code residing on potentially remote machines to be

linked, at run-time, into a running program. One challenge

is to ensure such distributed programs remain well-typed.

We show how our approach supports type-safe distributed

programming with little impact on the underlying language.

We add the primitive:

getCode : String ! String ! hi

which given a library name and function name, returns the

code representing that function. The resulting function may

be implemented locally, or may reside on a remote machine.

Now suppose that library \Vector" supplies the usual vector

functions (including map), \FFT" supplies a Fast Fourier

Transform function (�t), and \Window" supplies some high

level graphics routines (newWindow and barGraph):

map : (�! �)! Vector�! Vector �

�t : Nat! Vector Complex! Vector Complex

newWindow : String ! IO Window

barGraph : Nat! Vector Real!Window! IO()

We will use the monadic IO of Haskell [24] throughout this

example. Side-e�ecting computations which yield a value of

type � have type IO � , and are constructed using primitive

operations and the do construct.

Furthermore, we'll make use of two local functions for con-

verting between scalar and complex numbers:

(:+) : Real! Real! Complex

magnitude : Complex! Real

Using these libraries we now implement a spectrograph func-

tion, which displays the frequency spectrum of a given sam-

pled waveform in a fresh window, as follows:
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mapCode;�tCode; newWindowCode; barGraphCode : hi

mapCode = getCode \Vector" \map"

�tCode = getCode \FFT" \�t"

newWindowCode = getCode \Window" \newWindow"

barGraphCode = getCode \Window" \barGraph"

spectograph : Nat! Vector Real! IO()

spectograph =

let showSpec = h�size : �sample : do

w  

~

newWindowCode \A Spectrograph"

let freq =

~

�tCode size (

~

mapCode (:+ 0) sample)

letmag =

~

mapCode magnitude freq

~

barGraphCode size mag wi

in let errorSpec = � : � : userError \build failed"

in run(showSpec; errorSpec)

Notice �rstly that it is almost as convenient to use a

dynamically-bound function (such as mapCode or �tCode)

as an ordinary statically-bound function (such as (:+) or

magnitude). All that is required is a single call to getCode,

and a splice at each call site. In particular, a single call

to getCode can return a polymorphic function. For example,

mapCode is used at two di�erent call sites, each at a di�erent

vector type.

Secondly, notice that all type checking is localised to the

run within spectrograph, and performed (at most) once. In

particular, once the body of spectrograph has been evaluated,

each call to the resulting function performs no dynamic type

checks.

How could getCode be implemented? If asked for a function

which is local, the returned code need only redirect the call:

getCode \FFT" \�t" 7!! hFFT :�ti

Then calls to local functions are without performance

penalty.

Should the requested function resides on a remote machine,

then there are two possibilities. The �rst is for getCode to

return the code of the function itself, which may then be run

locally:

getCode \FFT" \�t" 7!! h�size : �vector : body of �ti

The second is for getCode to use a new primitive, rpc, to

generate code to perform a remote call:

rpc : String ! String ! String ! [hi]! hi

Given a machine name, library name, function name and

list of arguments, rpc returns the code required to call the

given function, taking care to establish a network connec-

tion, marshal all the arguments, and �nally unmarshal the

result:

getCode \FFT" \�t" 7!! h�size : �vector :

~

(rpc \MachineName" \FFT" \�t" [hsizei; hvectori])i

4 A Smarter Semantics: Incremental Staged Type Infer-

ence

The na��ve semantics of x2.3 defers all type inference to run.

While this is an appealingly simple speci�cation, it is not a

very good basis for an e�cient implementation:

� If run(hti; u) is to decide � ` t : � at run-time, then

t must be represented at run-time in an abstract form

amenable to type inference, rather than a compiled

form amenable to e�cient execution.

� t will be type checked afresh every time it is re-run.

� A subterm spliced into t more than once will also be

type checked afresh at every occurrence.

� Every subterm of t will be type checked, even those to

which a type could have been assigned at compile-time.

We now sketch a more e�cient semantics motivated by an

analogy with the standard way of typing let-bound polymor-

phism.

A possible speci�cation for type checking polymorphic let

expressions is to �rst unfold the let-bound term into the let

body, and then type check the resulting let body. However,

it is not hard to see that the resulting type derivation will

contain duplicated sub-derivations for each occurrence of the

let-bound term. An implementation will instead type check

the let-bound term, generalise its type to give a type scheme,

and then specialise the type scheme at each use within the let

body. We can imagine the type scheme as a suspended type

derivation which is restarted at each use. This technique

moves much of the work of type checking the let-bound ex-

pression from its many call sites, to its unique binding site,

leaving only a (small) residual problem at each call site.

A similar implementation technique is also appropriate for

deferred expressions. The na��ve semantics type checks a

deferred expression only after every splice within it has

been unfolded. If the same deferred expression were spliced

many times, the type derivation would contain duplicated

sub-derivations. To avoid this we introduce dynamic type

schemes to represent, at run-time, the suspended type

derivation of a deferred expression. This derivation will ter-

minate at each splice expression, pending further type infor-

mation.

Unlike type schemes, dynamic type schemes are not made

visible in the type of the deferred expression, which remains

as hi. Instead, this type information is stored inside the run-

time value representing the deferred expression in the form

of type annotations. For example:

h�; �:� ` �x :� : (x ; (

~

f :�! �) x ) : (�; �)i

is an annotated deferred expression, and will be explained in

x5. This notation for annotated deferred expressions is in-

tended to strengthen our intuition of a dynamic type scheme

as a suspended type derivation.

The operational semantics exploits the type annotations to

keep track of the type inside a deferred expression as each

splice expression within it is executed. When a deferred

expression hti is spliced into another deferred expression hui

at run-time, the suspended derivation in hui is restarted,

and \combined" with the suspended derivation in hti. The

beauty of this approach is that this \combination" is simply

a matter of unifying two types, and applying the resulting

substitution to t and u.

How does this work? The �rst step is to annotate, at

compile-time, each splice expression with the most general

type compatible with its context. This type may contain

free type variables at points where its type is unconstrained.

We also annotate each deferred expression with the type of
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its body. This type may mention the type variables appear-

ing in splice expressions, so capturing the dependency of its

type on what is spliced into its body. Finally, each run is

annotated with the type of its exception expression.

Then at run-time, if when evaluating a deferred expression

we come across

~

hti, we �rst check that t is type compatible

with its context by unifying the required type (annotated

on the splice) with the actual type (annotated on t). If this

succeeds, we replace

~

hti with t , and update the deferred

expression we are evaluating to incorporate the actual type

of t by applying the unifying substitution to it.

If these types are incompatible, we will mark the deferred

expression as ill-typed, which will be detected by splice and

run.

Now, when evaluating run(hti; u), all that is left to do is to

check that the type of t can be uni�ed with the type of u.

This is very easy, as t has maintained its type throughout

evaluation, and u's type is annotated on the run itself. Of

course, should run �nd a failed deferred expression, it will

evaluate its exception expression immediately.

To illustrate, we return to an example of x2.2, modi�ed to

also include a run:

let code = h�x : (x ; x )i in run(h(

~

code) 1i; (0; 0))

At compile-time, type inference for the let-bound deferred

expression assigns its body the type �! (�; �) for free type

variable �. Similarly, type inference tells us code must yield

a Nat ! � function, for free type variable �, and that the

resulting deferred expression has type �. Type inference for

the run tells us it expects a deferred expression with body

type (Nat;Nat).

We simply record all of this information in the term as

(roughly):

let code = h�x : (x ; x ) : �! (�; �)i

in run(h(

~

code:Nat! �) 1 : �i; (0; 0):(Nat;Nat))

At run-time we �rst wish to splice code into its context, so

we unify

�! (�; �) = Nat! �

to give the substitution

[� 7! Nat; � 7! (Nat;Nat)]

We then perform the splice, yielding

h(�x : (x ; x )) 1 : �i

to which we apply the above substitution to give

h(�x : (x ; x )) 1 : (Nat;Nat)i

thus incorporating the type of the body of code into the

overall deferred expression type.

Finally, run checks for type compatibility by unifying

(Nat;Nat) = (Nat;Nat)

and, since this trivially succeeds, continues to evaluate

(�x : (x ; x )) 1

to give our result

(1; 1)

What distinguishes a dynamic type scheme from a conven-

tional type scheme is the use of uni�cation rather than type

specialisation at each splice point. Looking again at our pre-

vious example, we see that making sure Nat! � was com-

patible with � ! (�; �) required uni�cation because both

code and the defer expression it was spliced into constrain

each other's types. Intuitively, type information ows both

ways across a splice, whereas it ows in only one direction

in type specialisation.

In the next section we will develop the type system, type an-

notations and operational semantics necessary to make all of

this formal. We will see that our system performs most type

inference at compile-time, and distributes the residual type

checking at run-time across each splice and run expression.

This has many advantages:

� Run-time type processing is only required at splice and

run points in the program, does not depend on the

syntax of the expression in which they appear or the

syntax of the expressions they contain, and requires

only simple type uni�cation.

� It is thus possible to represent hti by a compiled form

of t together with some additional type-related infor-

mation, rather than as an abstract representation of

t .

� The same deferred expression may be run multiple

times without duplicating type inference.

� Similarly, the same deferred expression may be spliced

multiple times without duplicating type inference.

� Most importantly, polymorphism is handled very nat-

urally.

5 Formal Development

We now formalise our system as �dyn, a small call-by-value

lambda-calculus extended with dynamic constructs.

5.1 Syntax

Source terms, de�ned in Figure 1, are implicitly typed. As

usual, let introduces polymorphic terms, and letrec is syn-

tactically restricted to bind a lambda term. Most of our

examples assume �dyn to be extended with naturals, case,

booleans, pairs and other constructs in the obvious way.

Type annotation (Appendix A) reconstructs the types of im-

plicitly typed source terms and rewrites them to explicitly

typed annotated terms, de�ned in Figure 2. Most of these

annotations are exploited by the operational semantics of

x5.4.

Types include the empty type 0, function spaces, and hi, the

universal type shared by all dynamic expressions. We take

the type scheme 8� : � to be the type � in the case � is �,

the empty type vector.

The syntax of annotated terms is complicated slightly by the

need to syntactically restrict let-bound terms to splice-free

terms. This restriction will be justi�ed in x6.1. A term is

splice-free if each of its subterms is at a stage � 0 (see x2.1).

For example:

~

code + 1 splice-full

h

~

code + 1i splice-free

h

~

(

~

code) + 1i splice-full
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Variables x ; y ; z

Constants c

Source terms e; f ; g ::= x j c j �x : e j e f j let x = e in f j letrec x = �y : e in f j hei j

~

e j run(e; f )

Figure 1: Syntax of �dyn source terms

Type variables �; �

Types �; � ::= � j 0 j � ! � j hi

Type schemes �; � ::= 8� : �

Annotated terms t ; u;w ::= x j c j �x :� : t j t u j ��:� : t j t � j let x :� = t

0

in u

j letrec x :� = �y :� : t in u j h�:� ` t : � i j hFaili j

~

t :� j run(t ; u:� )

Splice free terms t

0

; u

0

;w

0

::= t such that spliceFree(t)

Figure 2: Syntax of �dyn types and annotated terms

spliceFree(t) = minStage(t) � 0

minStage(x ) = 0

minStage(h�:� ` t : � i) = minStage(t) + 1

minStage(hFaili) = 0

minStage(

~

t :� ) = minStage(t) � 1

minStage(run(t ; u:� )) = min minStage(t) minStage(u)

Figure 3: The spliceFree predicate (extract)

This condition is formalised by the predicate spliceFree, de-

�ned in Figure 3, which uses the auxiliary function minStage

to walk over a term, keeping count of the number of defer

and splice expressions entered. We let t

0

(and u

0

, w

0

) range

over splice-free terms.

Type annotations fall into four groups:

� Lambda bound variables are annotated by their type

so that we may use a Church-style presentation of

our type system (x5.3), but otherwise serve no pur-

pose at run-time. Thus �x : x + 1 is annotated as

�x :Nat : x + 1.

� We make all type generalisation and specialisation ex-

plicit using the type abstraction and application of Sys-

tem F [12]. For example, the term

let f x y = x in(f 1 true; f 2 3)

would be annotated as

let f :8�; � : �! � ! � = ��; �:� : �x :� : �y :� : x

in(f Nat Bool 1 true; f Nat Nat 2 3)

As in pure type systems [5] we use �� : � : t for type

abstraction instead of the usual �� : t , and use � to

denote the kind of all types. For convenience, we also

allow multiple type variables to be bound by a single

lambda, writing ��; � : � : t . Here � denotes (infor-

mally) the kind of all type vectors.

� run(t ; u) is annotated by the most general type of its

context. For example:

(run(t ; �x : x ) 1) + 1

is annotated as

(run(t ; (�x :Nat : x ):Nat! Nat) 1) + 1

� A defer expression hti is annotated with its dynamic

type scheme, made up of three components:

{ Each splice expression within t is annotated by

the most general type required by its context.

Thus

h

~

f 1i

becomes

h(

~

f :Nat! �) 1i

The type variable � is a placeholder which will

be �lled when the body of f is spliced in during

execution.

{ t itself is annotated by the most general type in-

ferred for its body. This type may depend on the

types of lambda bound variables within t , for ex-

ample:

h(�x :� : x ) : �! �i

It may also depend on the types of splice expres-

sions within t , for example:

h(

~

f :Nat! �) 1 : �i

And of course, it may depend on both:

h�x :� : (x ; (

~

f :�! �) x ) : (�; �)i

{ The free type variables introduced in the above

annotations are listed in the type variable list of

the defer expression, and considered bound by it.

The previous example is fully annotated as:

h�; �:� ` �x :� : (x ; (

~

f :�! �) x ) : (�; �)i

hFaili denotes an ill-typed deferred expression.

We assume all bound variables are distinct from the free

variables of their context, and will take care to maintain

this invariant during reduction.
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Stage numbers n;m 2 N

Type contexts � ::= �; � : (�; n)

j �; x : (�; n) j �

Unit term substitutions � ::= [x 7! t ]

Unit type substitutions � ::= [� 7! � ]

Type substitutions � ::= �

n

� : : : � �

1

j Id j Fail

Figure 4: Syntax of �dyn substitutions and type contexts

5.2 Type Contexts and Substitutions

Type checking must keep track of the stage at which each free

variable is bound. To this end a type context, �, is de�ned in

Figure 4 as an ordered �nite map from term variables to both

their type and the stage of the lambda-abstraction they were

bound in. As type variables may also be bound at arbitrary

stages, we let � also map type variables to their kind and

stage, much as in pure type systems [5]. We abbreviate

sequences of type variable bindings within � by a single type

variable vector binding.

We write ftv(�) for the set of free type variables appearing

within the types of term variables in �, union the set of type

variables themselves in the domain of �. We also write fv(t)

(ftv(t)) for all the free variables (free type variables only) in

term t , and similarly for types.

Figure 4 also de�nes the syntax of substitutions. Name cap-

ture avoiding unit substitution on terms and types is applied

post�x. It is de�ned much as in Barendregt [6], and takes

care to rename the bound variables in lambda abstractions,

type abstractions, let and letrec expressions, and the type

variable list of deferred expressions. This will be important

in x5.4.2.

Unit type substitution is also naturally extended to type

contexts.

A (non-unit) type substitution, �, also in Figure 4, is a com-

position of unit type substitutions, or the special substitu-

tions Id or Fail. Type substitutions are applied pre�x. Id

is the everywhere identity map, where Id t � t , and Fail

is the failure substitution whose action on types and terms

is unde�ned. Let dom(�) denote the set of � within the

substitutions [� 7! � ] de�ning �.

We will often abbreviate [�

n

7! �

n

] � : : : � [�

1

7! �

1

] as

[� 7! � ]; however we emphasise this notation does not denote

parallel substitution, which we do not require.

We let unify

�

(�; �

0

) be the most general idempotent substi-

tution � such that dom(�) � � and �� = ��

0

, or Fail if no

such uni�er exists. If � is unspeci�ed then the substitution

domain is unconstrained.

We write �

1

t�

2

to denote substitution � such that, for all

�

�� = unify(�

1

�;�

2

�)(�

1

�)

5.3 Type Checking

The source program is processed at compile-time by the type

reconstruction algorithm. It infers types and translates the

source program to the language of annotated terms. Both

the algorithm and the translation are quite standard, and

are given in Appendix A.

In this section we concentrate on the type checking algo-

rithm, that checks whether an annotated term is well typed.

This judgement is used (i) in our proof of subject reduction,

to show that a well-typed program remains well typed dur-

ing reduction, and (ii) to underpin the run-time type checks

needed by run and splice.

Figure 5 presents rules for deciding the well typing of an

annotated term. We intend the judgement

� `

n

t : �

to be true when term t at stage n has type � in type context

�. This judgement describes well typed static terms, but is

also the basis for deciding the well-typing of dynamic terms.

Importantly, the very same judgement is used in both cases.

Most rules are those of System F parameterised by stage

numbers.

Rule var enforces binding time correctness by preventing ac-

cess to a variable before it is bound. Thus

h�:� ` �x :hi :

~

x : �i

where x is bound at stage 1 but accessed at stage 0, is re-

jected. To enforce this the type rules keep track of the stage

of each subterm. This rule also supports cross stage persis-

tence by allowing a variable bound at an earlier stage to be

used at a later stage without coercion. Thus

�x :Nat : h� ` x : Nati

is accepted.

Rule let has the side condition spliceFree(t), which we discuss

in x6.1.

There are two possibilities when type checking deferred ex-

pressions. Rule defer requires t to have the type it is anno-

tated with, but at the next stage. The bound type variables

� are introduced into �. Rule fail handles the case when a

deferred expression's body no longer has a valid type, thanks

to splicing an expression with incompatible type. However,

the deferred expression itself remains well typed as hi.

Rule splice requires t to yield a deferred expression at the

previous stage, and � , the type required by its context, to

be well formed. The auxiliary judgement

� `

n

� : �

holds when � is a well-formed type scheme at stage n in type

context �. Type variables must be in scope, and be binding

time correct exactly as for term variables. Its de�nition is

straightforward.

Rule run ensures t yields a defer expression, and the excep-

tion expression u has a type consistent with the run expres-

sion's context.

5.4 Operational Semantics

Following Wright and Felleisen [28] we present our opera-

tional semantics as a rewrite system with explicit redex con-

texts. This small-step semantics is entirely syntactical and

simpli�es our proof of type soundness.

We distinguish a subset of terms to be values, shown in Fig-

ure 6. A defer expression with a splice-free body t

0

is con-

sidered a value analogously to a lambda abstraction, which

must also be splice-free.
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m � n

var

�; x : (�;m) `

n

x : �

typeOf (c) = �

const

� `

n

c : �

� `

n

� : � �; x : (�; n) `

n

t : �

abs

� `

n

�x :� : t : � ! �

� `

n

t : � ! � � `

n

u : �

app

� `

n

t u : �

�; � : (�; n) `

n

t : �

Abs

� `

n

��:� : t : 8� : �

� `

n

� : � � `

n

t : 8� : �

App

� `

n

t � : �[� 7! � ]

� `

n

t : � �; x : (�; n) `

n

u : � spliceFree(t)

let

� `

n

let x :� = t in u : �

�; x : (�; n) `

n

t : � �; x : (�; n) `

n

u : �

letrec

� `

n

letrec x :� = t in u : �

�; � : (�; n + 1) `

n+1

t : �

defer

� `

n

h�:� ` t : � i : hi

fail

� `

n

hFaili : hi

� `

n+1

� : � � `

n

t : hi

splice

� `

n+1

(

~

t :� ) : �

� `

n

t : hi � `

n

u : �

run

� `

n

run(t ; u:� ) : �

Figure 5: Type checking �dyn terms

Ground types �

0

; �

0

::= � such that ftv(� ) = ;

Values v ::= x j c j �x :� : t

0

j ��:� : t

0

j h�:� ` t

0

: � i j hFaili

Stage 0 contexts E

0

::= [] j E

0

u

0

j v E

0

j E

0

� j let x :� = E

0

in u

0

j h�:� ` E

1

[

~

E

0

:� ] : �

0

i j run(E

0

; u

0

:� )

Stage � 1 contexts E

1

::= [] j �x :� : E

1

j E

1

u j t E

1

j E

1

� j let x :� = t

0

inE

1

j letrec x :� = E

1

in u j letrec x :� = v inE

1

j h�:� ` E

1

[

~

E

1

:� ] : �

0

i j run(E

1

; u:� ) j run(t ;E

1

:� )

Figure 6: Syntax of �dyn ground types, values and rewrite contexts

5.4.1 Contexts

The call-by-value semantics of application, and the seman-

tics of defer, splice and run, make use of two contexts E

0

and E

1

, also de�ned in Figure 6. A context is a special term

with a single \hole", denoted in the syntax by []. We write

C [t ] to denote the context C with hole �lled by t . Note that

this operation does not perform alpha-conversion on C or t .

Context E

0

, to be used when rewriting terms to values, al-

lows a hole to appear anywhere provided:

(i) it is at stage 0,

(ii) it is not underneath a type or term lambda abstraction,

let binding or letrec binding, and

(iii) all subterms at stage 0 to its left are already values.

Similarly, context E

1

, to be used when rewriting terms to

splice-free terms, allows a hole to appear anywhere provided

the hole is at the same stage as the context. Note that E

1

does allow a hole to appear under a lambda abstraction,

and within equal numbers of nested splice and defer expres-

sions. However, it does not allow a hole to appear under a

type variable abstraction. Indeed, thanks to our syntactic

restriction on let bound terms this form of context is never

required during rewriting.

We extend type and term substitution to rewrite contexts in

the obvious way, where �[] = [].

5.4.2 Notions of Reduction

The reduction relation, �!, is de�ned by the rules (\notions

of reduction") of Figure 7. Constants, which must be of

functional type, are rewritten according to the delta function

�, which must obey the delta constraint

typeOf (c) = � ! � and � `

n

v : � implies

delta(c; v) is de�ned and � `

n

�(c; v) : �

Rules for � reduction of term abstractions, type abstractions,

let and letrec expressions are standard. The call-by-value se-

mantics is enforced by only allowing values to be substituted

into a term.

Unlike the call-by-value and call-by-name lambda-calculus,

a value v may be a deferred expression containing free type

or term variables, and so care must be taken to avoid free
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� c v �! �(c; v) if �(c; v) de�ned

�

v

(�x :� : t

0

) v �! t

0

[x 7! v ]

�

�

(��:� : t

0

) �

0

�! t

0

[� 7! �

0

] if length(�) = length(�

0

)

let let x :� = v in t

0

�! t

0

[x 7! v ]

letrec letrec x :� = v in t

0

�! t

0

[x 7! letrec x :� = v in v ]

splice h�

1

:� ` E

1

[

~

h�

2

:� ` t

0

:�

2

i:�

0

2

] : �

1

i �! if � 6= Fail thenh�:� ` �E

1

[t

0

] : ��

1

i elsehFaili

where � = unify

(�

1

;�

2

)

(�

2

; �

0

2

)

and � = (�

1

; �

2

) n dom(�)

splice=fail h�:� ` E

1

[

~

hFaili:�

0

] : � i �! hFaili

run run(h�:� ` t

0

: � i; u

0

:�

0

0

)�! if fv(t

0

) � � and� 6= Fail then�t

0

[� 7! 0] elseu

0

where � = unify

�

(�; �

0

0

)

and � = � n dom(�)

run=fail run(hFaili; u

0

:�

0

)�! u

0

Figure 7: Rewriting �dyn annotated terms

variable capture in substitution. For example:

let f code = h�x :

~

code + x i inh�x :

~

(f hx i)i

7!! h�x : �y : x + yi rename inner x

Thus t [x 7! v ] must rename bound type and term variables

in t . This renaming would be an issue for a real implemen-

tation of our semantics.

Rule splice shows how one defer expression may be spliced

into another. It uses the context E

1

to allow a splice ex-

pression to be rewritten anywhere within a defer expression,

provided it is at stage 1.

At the term level rule splice is very simple | it simply re-

places the entire splice expression with the body of the inner

expression, t . At the type level things are slightly more com-

plicated. It must �rst check that the type of the inner defer,

�

2

, matches that required by its context, �

0

2

, by unifying

these types relative to the free type variables in �

1

and �

2

.

In practice, because we are using call-by-value, every free

type variable within �

2

and �

0

2

will be within �

1

and �

2

, and

so this constraint on uni�cation may be safely ignored.

If this uni�cation succeeds, rule splice applies the resulting

substitution to the entire deferred expression, including all

the type annotations within it. It also discards any type

variables just bound, storing the remainder in the result de-

ferred expression.

If this uni�cation fails then the deferred expression is no

longer well-typed, and is rewritten to hFaili.

An actual implementation would most likely represent free

type variables by references to types, and thus the applica-

tion of � to E

1

[t ] and � in the above would have been done

as � was constructed.

Rule splice=fail catches an attempt to splice an ill-typed de-

ferred expression into another. The failure is simply propa-

gated to the outer defer, which is rewritten to hFaili.

Rule run allows a deferred expression to be brought forward

and evaluated immediately. This rule is restricted both in

its left-hand and right-hand sides. On the left-hand side, the

rule is only applicable when (i) the body of the defer expres-

sion, t

0

, has already been fully expanded, i.e., is splice-free;

and (ii) the required type �

0

0

is ground. The reason for the

�rst requirement is obvious: splice expressions are only legal

within hi brackets, and thus must be fully evaluated before

these brackets can be removed by the run. The second re-

quirement is more subtle, and prevents free type variables

escaping from the deferred expression body. However, again

thanks to call-by-value, this restriction will always hold.

On the right-hand side, rule run �rst makes a run-time check

that t

0

is closed. This test is essential to preserve type sound-

ness, will be motivated in x6.2. If t

0

is closed, the rule then

attempts to unify t

0

's type � with the type expected by run's

context �

0

0

. If successful, this unifying substitution is applied

to t

0

to give the rewritten term. If either of the above tests

failed, the result is the exception expression u.

There is one �nal subtlety with run. Consider:

run(h�:� ` fst(1; �x :� : x ) : Nati; 0 : Nat)

Na��vely rewriting this to:

fst(1; �x :� : x )

would introduce a free type variable �. To preserve subject

reduction we cannot allow such residual free type variables

to escape the scope of the deferred expression. However,

since t

0

must be parametric on any such free type variables

we may safely instantiate each of them to 0, the empty type.

Thus rule run actually rewrites the above example as:

fst(1; �x :0 : x)

Rule run=fail catches an attempt to run an ill-typed deferred

expression, and evaluates the exception expression immedi-

ately.

5.4.3 Reduction

Relation �! induces the one step rewrite relation, 7�!, de-

�ned as

E

0

[t ] 7�! E

0

[u] i� t �! u

Notice that context E

0

allows rewrites in any term at stage

0, even if deeply nested within matching hi brackets and

~

splices. We write 7!! for the reexive, transitive closure of

7�!

There is a slight thorn in our side here. We would like 7!! to

induce an evaluation function

eval(t) = v i� t 7!! v

though unfortunately E

0

is not deterministic in the location

of the hole within it. For example:

h(

~

f )(

~

x )i
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has two possible decompositions:

hE

1

[

~

f ]i and hE

1

[

~

x ]i

This is easily �xed (see [25]) by de�ning a family of terms and

contexts, indexed by stage number. In this paper however

we choose to ignore the problem, and assume that when

faced with a choice between splice redexes, eval chooses the

leftmost.

5.5 Syntactic Soundness

We now show our type system and operational semantics are

in agreement. The full proof is in [25].

Lemma 1 (�! Type Preserving) If � `

n

t : � and

t �! u then � `

n

u : �

Proof By case analysis on t . Most cases are standard, and

make use of the usual lemmas for term and type substitution,

extended to handle our multi-stage system.

The proof for splice requires additional lemmas dealing

with contexts, type uni�cation, and the key lemma that in

h�:� ` E

1

[t ] : � i, E

1

cannot introduce type variables into the

scope of t . This allows us to show rng(�) � � [ ftv(�), and

thus the rewrite does not allow type variables to escape the

scope of the outer deferred term.

The proof for run requires the small lemma that if � `

1

t : �

then � `

0

t : � .

Lemma 2 (�! Progress) If � `

0

t

0

: � then either t

0

is a

value or there exists a unique context E

0

and terms u

0

and

w

0

s.t. t

0

= E

0

[u

0

] and u

0

�! w

0

.

Proof By induction on t

0

. Most cases are straightforward.

A lemma showing that if a term is splice-full then there exists

a context E

1

reaching the leftmost splice expression within

it is required when t

0

is a deferred expression.

Theorem 3 (Syntactic Soundness) If � `

0

t : � then ei-

ther t diverges or t 7!! v and � `

0

v : �.

Theorem 4 (Subject Reduction) If � `

n

t : � and t 7!!

u then � `

n

u : �.

We should also ensure �dyn remains faithful to the na��ve

semantics of x2.3 despite the optimisations we have made.

In particular, run should succeed on exactly the same terms

as before. Unfortunately this would also require a rigorous

development of the na��ve semantics, and we defer this to

future work.

6 Subtleties

In this section we address some of the more subtle aspects

of type checking we encountered in x5.

6.1 Dynamic Let-Generalisation

In x5.1 we were careful to prevent spice-full terms being let

bound. We now motivate this restriction.

Consider the following (illegal) term:

hlet f = �x :

~

g x in(f 1; f true) : � i

and consider how � depends on g :

g �

h�y : yi (Nat;Bool)

h�y : 1i (Nat;Nat)

h�y : y + 1i ill-typed

Clearly � depends both on the type of the body of g , and

the types at which f is called. How can this dependency be

captured?

One solution is to type generalise f just before it is to be

run. However, this takes us back to our na��ve semantics of

x2.3, with the associated drawbacks.

Another solution is express this dependency by a functor

constructed by higher-order uni�cation during splicing. If

we let F be a free functor variable, our example could be

annotated as:

hlet f :8� : �! F (�) = �x :�(

~

g :�! F (�)) x

in(f Nat 1; f Bool true) : (F (Nat);F (Bool))i

Now the dependency between g and the types f is specialised

to has been made explicit. Should g evaluate to h�y : 1i,

splicing will construct the higher-order uni�cation problem

� ! Nat = �! F (�)

which has the unique solution

[� 7! �;F 7! �:� : Nat]

resulting in the same type as before.

But if g evaluates to h�y : y + 1i then the problem becomes

Nat! Nat = �! F (�)

which now has the two solutions

[� 7! Nat;F 7! �:� : ]

[� 7! Nat;F 7! �:� : Nat]

As F may appear within an arbitrary number of splice ex-

pressions, the complexity of constraint satisfaction is at least

exponential. Abadi et al [2] introduced a su�cient syntactic

condition on the use of functor variables to guarantee the

de�niteness of solutions to these uni�cation problems.

We argue that our approach, to reject such terms altogether,

simpli�es our semantics greatly, allows signi�cant implemen-

tation optimisations, and does not reduce expressibility crit-

ically. In particular, since defer expressions tend to be small,

let-bound splice-full terms may be unfolded into their bodies

without risk of excessive code duplication.

Importantly, this restriction only applies to let-bound terms

within a defer expression, and not to the way defer expres-

sions are spliced or run. Compare this with the system of

Abadi et al [2], which requires higher-order uni�cation to be

able to manage dynamic values of polymorphic type.

In practice this restriction is too severe; indeed the careful

reader will have noticed the let bound expressions in the

spectrograph example of x3.2 are not splice-free. A practi-

cal implementation need only prevent type generalising let

bound splice-full expressions. Both monomorphic splice-full

expressions, and polymorphic splice-free terms may be safely

let bound.
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6.2 Closed vs Open Code

In x4 we argued for incremental staged type inference as a

replacement for the na��ve semantics of x2.3. Looking again at

the na��ve rewrite rule for run we see t

0

0

is type checked within

the empty environment, implicitly requiring t

0

0

to be closed.

When this was replaced with the rewrite rule run given in

Figure 7, we see that this implicit test has become explicit.

However, the explicit test could be expensive, perhaps even

O(jt

0

j). Unfortunately, eliding this test in the incremental

setting destroys our subject-reduction property.

For example, evaluating

h�x :

~

run(hx i; h0i)i well-typed

will �rst evaluate run(hx i; h0i). If this were to succeed and

yield x , the result would be binding-time incorrect:

h�x :

~

x i ill-typed

Here x is bound at stage 1, but used at stage 0. The problem

is that hx i depends on an environment binding x , which is

lost by the run.

Thus, the body of a deferred expression which is to be run

must not depend on any variables bound at its stage or later,

as these bindings will be lost. It is safe to depend on vari-

ables bound at earlier stages as, thanks to our call-by-value

semantics, these variables will have been replaced with val-

ues by the time the defer expression is evaluated.

The above example could be rejected syntactically, as hx i is

obviously open. But expressions such as:

let f code = run(code; h0i) inh�x :

~

(f hx i)i

clearly require the constraint that code be closed to be prop-

agated to f 's call-site, suggesting this check belongs in the

type system.

We briey outline an enhancement to the type system of

x5.3 which will reject examples such as these at compile-

time instead of run-time. This is based on a type system

developed in previous work [26].

The type hi of deferred expressions is now partitioned into

a type h�i for each environment �. The type checker keeps

track of the environment each variable belongs to, in addi-

tion to its usual type and stage. Type annotation will assign

a deferred expression hti the type h�i if t uses any variable

from environment �. Importantly, if t uses only locally bound

variables, then � will not appear in its type context, i.e., �

will be free.

Thus to accept only closed deferred expressions, the type

rule for run simply checks its argument has type h�i for �

free. That is, run has the rank-2 polymorphic type:

run : 8� : (8� : h�i; �)! �

con�rming our intuition that a runnable dynamic expression

must be runnable in all environments.

A formal description of this type system can be found in

[25].

Unfortunately, in the dynamic context, the rank-2 polymor-

phism of run very quickly spreads to other functions, re-

quiring their type to be given as an explicit annotation, and

requiring a very much more sophisticated type system to

deal with them [23]. This clearly contradicts our claim that

we require \no explicit types". For this reason we prefer to

leave the check for closed code within the run rewrite rule.

7 Related Work

Much work in dynamic typing has concentrated on soft typ-

ing : static analyses which determine when run-time type

checks may be safely elided from programs in untyped lan-

guages [8, 4, 14].

Solutions to the dual problem of adding dynamic types to a

statically typed language appear in CLU and Cedar/Mesa

(see [1] for a discussion), and were �rst considered for ML in

unpublished work of Mycroft [21]. Most proposals to date

have been variations on the typecase construct illustrated

in the introduction. These vary in their \resolving power":

the ability to distinguish dynamic values based on their type

within a typecase.

At the simpler end of the spectrum is the system of Abadi

et al [1], which allows typecase patterns to contain type

variables in order to express type dependencies within and

between dynamic values. This means a family of dynamic

values may be matched by a single typecase arm. However

all dynamic values must be monomorphic.

Two approaches to supporting polymorphic dynamic val-

ues have been explored by Leroy and Mauny [17]. Their

simplest system allows a polymorphic dynamic value to be

distinguished from all of its instances, and also allows a

polymorphic dynamic value to be type specialised when pat-

tern matching. Their more complex system also allows type

variables within patterns much as in [1]. Pattern match-

ing within typecase is formalised as �rst-order uni�cation

under a mixed quanti�er pre�x. Universally quanti�ed vari-

ables denote where a pattern may match a family of dy-

namic values, where as existentially quanti�ed variables de-

note where a pattern may match only suitably polymorphic

dynamic values.

Dubois et al [11] allow functions to implicitly bind the types

of their arguments, and also provide a typecase construct

to support generic programming.

The extension of [1] to arbitrary polymorphic dynamic values

has also been considered by Abadi et al [2]. Their proposal

extends patterns with higher order functor variables in order

to match dynamic values with arbitrary polymorphic types.

This adds a signi�cant complexity to the language, and func-

tors must be syntactically restricted to avoid requiring full

higher-order uni�cation. For example:

apply : Dyn! Dyn! Dyn

apply df dx = typecase df off

fF ;Gg(f :8Z : F (Z )! G(Z ))!

typecase dx off

fTg(x :T )! dynamic(f [T ] x ):G(T )gg

applies a dynamic value to a dynamic function polymorphic

on a single type variable, encoding the required type check

within the typecase patterns. F and G are bound to func-

tors at run-time, f is explicitly type specialised to T , and

the type of the result is explicitly recorded in the resulting

dynamic value. This approach requires the programmer to

perform complex type checking explicitly. It is also fairly

verbose compared with our solution:

apply : hi ! hi ! hi

apply df dx = h

~

df

~

dx i

Our approach is motivated by the recent work of Davies and

Pfenning [10, 9] and Taha and Sheard [26] in staged com-

putation. Our hi and

~

operators correspond with the next
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and prev constructs of [10], extended to allow the cross-

stage persistence of [26]. Our run operator corresponds to

the unbox pop operation of [10], with an appropriate dy-

namic check for closure.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented an approach to dynamic typing which ex-

tends staged computation to also stage type inference, and

demonstrated its convenience in programming examples for

which type information is di�cult (e.g., sprintf x3.1) or

impossible (e.g., getCode x3.2) to express at compile-time.

We also demonstrated how the additional expressiveness

of staged computation (splicing, open code, and multiple

stages) can make programming with dynamically typed val-

ues even more convenient.

Our system de�nitely lies at the more complex end of the

spectrum of dynamic typing systems sketched in x7. Is this

complexity justi�ed? If only monomorphic dynamic values

are required, and these are simply to be stored, retrieved or

printed, then the answer is probably no. Once polymorphism

is introduced the picture is less clear. We argue that our

proposal is conceptually much simpler than that of Abadi

et al [2]. We also argue that the additional expressiveness

of our system over that of Leroy and Mauny [17] can be

exploited to add features such as pretty-printing (x3.1) and

dynamic code linking (x3.2) to a language simply by the

addition of a few primitive functions.

There are three main avenues for future research. We cur-

rently only have an interpreted implementation of a superset

of �dyn, so its feasibility will only be known once an abstract

machine and compiled implementation exist. Implementing

code splicing and run-time type uni�cation e�ciently are the

primary challenges. The work of Lee and Leone on run-time

code generation [16] suggests the overhead for splicing may

be only a small factor, and the extensive body of research

on e�cient uni�cation for Prolog suggests type uni�cation

could also be inexpensive.

We wish to develop a denotational semantics and seman-

tic soundness theorem to complement the purely syntactical

presentation of this paper. Models for monomorphic dy-

namic values [1] and two-level languages [20] have been de-

veloped in isolation. Their combination and generalisation

to polymorphic dynamic values is non-trivial. Note, how-

ever, that their generalisation to arbitrary stages instead of

just two should not be problematic, as all stages > 0 may

be collapsed to a single dynamic stage.

Finally, we have presented �dyn as a call-by-value calcu-

lus. Using the well known embedding of the call-by-name

lambda-calculus into the call-by-value calculus [13], we could

use �dyn as an intermediate language for a call-by-name lan-

guage in which let-bound expressions (which create thunks

or closures, which we represent as deferred expressions) could

be tagged as statically or dynamically typed. This could be

used to add a simple form of dynamic typing to Haskell.
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j � `

n
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�
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1

t�

2

splice

� j � `

n+1
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~

t :�) : �

�
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j � `

n
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2

= unify(�; hi)

�

3

j � `

n
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1

t�

2
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run(e; f ) ,! run(t ; u:�� ) : ��
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A Type Annotation

Figure 8 presents our type reconstruction algorithm, a

straightforward extension to Algorithm W [19]. We use the

deductive style, motivated by the presentation in [23]. We

elide rules const, abs, app and letrec as their de�nition is

straightforward.

We intend the judgement � j � `

n

e ,! t : � to be true

when source term e is rewritten to annotated term t with

most general type � in a type context ��. ��:� : t should

then be well typed under �:(n; �);�� by the rules of Figure

5, where � = ftv(t ; � ). A quick check shows the relation to

be functional, with � and e as inputs, and �, t and � as

outputs.

Rules splice and run annotate their terms by the most general

type inferred from their context. Rule defer annotates a

deferred expression by the most general type of its body,

and collects all type variables in its type or body not bound

in an outer scope. This step mimics the generalisation done

by let on let-bound terms.

Rule defer will reject as ill-typed any defer expression whose

body is statically ill-typed. For example h�x : 1 x i is rejected

rather than annotated as the well-typed but probably useless

term hFaili.

Our system enjoys a principle type property, but we de-

fer showing soundness and completeness of type annotation

w.r.t. type checking to further work.
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